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ABSTRACT
We construct the Lagrangeans of N = 3 and N = 4 two-form supergravi-
ties. The two-form gravity theories are classically equivalent to the Einstein
gravity theories and can be formulated as gauge theories. The gauge alge-
bras used here can be identied with the subalgebra ofN = 3 superconformal




It should be natural to regard the Einstein gravity theory as an eec-
tive theory of a more fundamental theory e.g. superstring theory since the
Lagrangean of the Einstein gravity is not renormalizable. Two-form gravity
theory is classically equivalent to the Einstein gravity theory and appeared
as the Lagrangean formalism of the Ashtekar formulation [1]. The two-form
gravity is obtained from the BF theory [2], which is a topological eld the-
ory, by imposing constraint conditions [3]. The BF theory has a large local
symmetry called the Kalb-Ramond symmetry [4]. Since the Kalb-Ramond
symmetry is very stringy symmetry, the fundamental gravity theory is ex-
pected to be a kind of string theory [5].
The two-form supergravity theory was considered in Ref.[6] and the two-
form supergravity theories which have a cosmological term and N = 2 su-
persymmetry were proposed in Ref.[7]. The group theoretical structure of
these supergravity theories was discussed in Refs.[8, 9] and it was claried
that N = 1 and N = 2 two-form supergravity theories can be formulated
as gauge theories. The gauge algebras are the subalgebras of N = 1 and







; J0), respectively. Then it might be natural to expect that
N = 3 and N = 4 two-form supergravities can be formulated as the gauge
theories whose gauge algebras are the subalgebras of N = 3 and N = 4
[10, 11] Neveu-Schwarz algebra. In this paper, we construct the Lagrangean
of N = 3 and N = 4 two-form supergravity based on the subalgebra of
SU(2)SU(2)U(1)-extended N = 4 superconformal (Neveu-Schwarz) al-
gebra [11], which is known to be an irreducible algebra containing the largest
number of supercurrents.
The SU(2)  SU(2)  U(1)-extended N = 4 superconformal (Neveu-
Schwarz) algebra is composed of Virasoro operators, four supercurrents, two
SU(2) currents, four free fermion currents and U(1) current (free boson).
The zero modes of two SU(2) currents, 1
2
-modes of four supercurrents and
0,1-modes of Virasoro generators make a closed subalgebra, which we call
N = 4 topological superalgebra (N = 4 TSA) and can be expressed as follows
[Aa; Ab] = iabcAc ; [Ba; Bb] = iabcBc ; [T a; T b] = iabcT c ;
[Aa; Bb] = [Ba; T b] = [T a; Ab] = 0 ;
[GKLA; A
a] = T a MK GMLA ; [GKLA; B
a] = T a ML GKMA ;
[GKLA; T
a] = T a BA GKLB ;
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Here A;B;    ; K; L;    = 1; 23, a; b;    = 1; 2; 3,




(a’s (a = 1; 2; 3) are the Pauli matrices.)
T aAB  BCT
a C
A




12 = 21 = 1 : (4)
In the above algebra (1), Aa and Ba correspond to the zero modes of two
SU(2) currents, GKLA to 
1
2
-modes of four supercurrents and T a to 0,1-
modes of Virasoro operators in the SU(2)  SU(2)  U(1)-extended N = 4
superconformal (Neveu-Schwarz) algebra. The Jacobi identity
[GKLA; fGMN B; GPQCg] + [GMN B; fGPQC ; GKLAg]
+[GPQC ; fGKLA; GMN Bg] = 0 (5)
requires
 +  + 1 = 0 : (6)
The invariant traces of the product of the two operators can be dened, up
to a multiplicative constant, to be
trT aT b = ab ; trAaAb =
1





trGKLAGMN B = −KM LNAB : (7)
3We use A;B;    as spinor indices with respect to SU(2) generated by T a and K;L;   
with respect to two SU(2)’s generated by Aa and Ba.
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The N = 4 TSA contains an algebra which has three supercurrents as a
subalgebra. We call the algebra as N = 3 topological superalgebra (N = 3
TSA). The reduction to N = 3 TSA from N = 4 TSA is given by
GaA  T
aKLGKLA ; J
a  Aa + Ba ;




The N = 3 TSA is
[Ja; Jb] = iabcJc ; [T a; T b] = iabcT c ;


















and the invariant traces are






As we will see later, GKLA and G
a
A generate left-handed supersymmetry.
Two-form gravity theory is obtained from the BF theory by imposing
constraint conditions [3]. In order to keep the symmetries given by N = 3
or N = 4 TSA when imposing the constraints, we introduce the multiplier
elds later. The N = 3 or N = 4 TSA multiplet of the multiplier eld needs
to contain a eld of spin 2 representation with respect to SU(2) generated
by T a. The representations containing the higher spins can be constructed
by using a tensor product, where T a etc. are replaced by T a⊗1 + 1⊗T a etc.










a + T a ⊗GKLC)) ;
Kab() = (Aa ⊗ T b + T b ⊗ Aa) + 2T aKMLNT bABGKLA ⊗GMN B ;




(− )T a BA (GKLB ⊗ T
a + T a ⊗GKLB)
+2T a MK (GMLA ⊗A
a +Aa ⊗GMLA)
−2T a NL (GKN A ⊗B









(− )KM LNABGKLAGMN B : (11)
Here (AB   D) means a symmetrization with respect to AB   D which are























a + Ja ⊗GaA) : (12)
(MABCD, NKLABC , K
ab(), Kab(), LKLA, H) makes a representation of
N = 4 TSA. The (anti-) commutators of GKLA with (MABCD, NKLABC ,





















= T a MK T
b B







= −T a NL T
b B




fGKLA; LMN Bg = KMLNABH +
4
3

















In case of N = 3 TSA, the (anti-)commutaters of GaA with (MABCD, N
a
ABC ,



























abT c BA LB + 3i
abdT cBCNdABC ;




In the following, we call the representations given by (MABCD, NKLABC ,
Kab(), Kab(), LKLA, H) or (MABCD, N
a
ABC , K
ab, LA) as N = 4 or N =
3 spin 2 representation since the highest spin with respect to T a in the
representation is 2.
In order to construct the Lagrangeans of N = 3 and N = 4 two-form
supergravity theories, we introduce the gauge eld V. In case of N = 4



















!a is identied with left-handed spin connection and  
ABC
 and  
aA
 are with
the left-handed Rarita-Schwinger elds. The eld strength (gauge curvature)
R = [@ + V; @ + V ] (17)























































+T a LN (B

































































































We also need multiplier eld. In case of N = 4, the multiplier eld has
the following form
 = ABCDMABCD + 
KLABCNKLABC
+abKab() + abKab() + KLALKLA + H ; (22)
and in case of N = 3 TSA
 = ABCDMABCD + 
aABCNaABC + 
abKab + ALA : (23)
The Lagrangeans of N = 3 and N = 4 two-form supergravity have the
following form
L =  ftrRX + trXX + tr(X ⊗X)g : (24)
Here  is a cosmological constant. In the component elds, the terms in the









































 − @ 
KLA

5Let Qi’s be the generators of N = 4 or N = 3 TSA, then the trace for the two tensor
products are dened by
tr(Q1 ⊗Q2)(Q3 ⊗Q4)  (−1)
s23trQ1Q3trQ2Q4 :
Here s23 = 1 if both of Q2 and Q3 are G
a
A or GKLA, otherwise s23 = 0.
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+T a LN (B














































































































































KLAMN Bg ; (27)
























































































































 ) : (30)







 = 0 ; (31)















The equation of motion which is obtained from the variation of !a can be
solved with respect to !a algebraically, i.e., !
a
 becomes a dependent eld.









 ) = 0 ; (34)









 ) = 0 ; (35)





 if we assume Eq.(32)




























By counting the degrees of the freedom, we nd that other constraints given
by ab, ab, KLA,  (N = 4 case) and ab, A (N = 3 case) can be also solved.
The constraints given by KLA and A tell that all of the 4 8 (N = 4 case)
9
or 38 (N = 3 case) components of the right-handed Rarita-Schwinger eld
are not independent but only 4 6 or 3 6 ones are independent.
The existence of the right-handed Rarita-Schwinger eld implies that the
system has the right-handed supersymmetry. The right-handed supersym-
metry appears as the residual symmetry of the Kalb-Ramond symmetry in
the BF theory after imposing the constraint conditions [9]. The Lagrangean
of the BF theory has the following form
LBF = 
 ftrRX + trXXg : (38)
The Lagrangean (38) has the large local symmetry which is called the Kalb-
Ramond symmetry. The transformation law of the Kalb-Ramond symmetry
is given by




(DC −DC) : (39)
Here the parameter of the transformation C is in the same representation of
N = 3 or N = 4 TSA gauge eld and the covariant derivative D is dened
by
D  = [@ + V;  ] : (40)
Now we consider the Kalb-Ramond like transformation for the Lagrangean
(24):




(DC −DC) : (41)
Here the product RS of two operators R =
P
ij rijQ










Here gij is dened by the trace of the two operators gij  trQiQj in Equation
(7) or (10). Then the change of the Lagrangean (24) is given by
KRL = −
trD(C ⊗X) + total derivative : (43)
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This tells that the Lagrangean (24) is invariant if
(C ⊗X)jN = 3 or N = 4 spin 2 representation part = 0 : (44)
Equation (44) does not have solution in general, which can be found by the
counting of the degrees of freedom. If we assume, however, that the two-form




Here v is an arbitrary vector eld parameter. The Kalb-Ramond like trans-
formation (41) given by (45) contains the general coordinate transformation.














_A are right-handed spinors. Since the vector parameter
v is eld dependent, v is transformed by the left-handed supersymmetry
transformation, which is generated by KLAGKLA or 
aAGaA (
KLA and aA
are left-handed spinor parameters), as follows




MN A (N = 4)
"a
_A_AA
aA (N = 3)
: (47)
Therefore the commutator of the left-handed supersymmetry transformation
and the Kalb-Ramond like transformation (41) whose parameter is given
by Eqs.(45) and (46) contains the general coordinate transformation whose
parameter is given by (47). The commutator corresponds to the usual com-
mutator of two supercharge:
[Q; Q] = γP : (48)
This tells that the Kalb-Ramond like transformation given by Eqs.(41), (45)
and (46) can be regarded as the right-handed supersymmetry.
6In this sense, the \symmetry" discussed in the following is not the real symmetry.
The \symmetry" expresses the redundancy when we write the two-form eld X by the
vierbein etc. after solving the constraints given by the multiplier eld . Therefore the
\symmetry" can be regarded as a kind of hidden local symmetry.
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In summary, we have constructed the Lagrangeans of N = 3 and N = 4
two-form supergravities as gauge theories. The gauge algebras used here can
be identied with the subalgebra of SU(2) SU(2) U(1)-extended N = 4
superconformal algebra. We have also shown that the right-handed super-
symmetry appears as the residual symmetry of the Kalb-Ramond symmetry
in the BF theory after imposing the constraint conditions.
We are indebted to A. Sugamoto for the discussion and the reading the
manuscript.
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